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Abstract

We demonstrate the connection between the emerging machine teaching paradigm
and the novel problem of input calibration for stochastic simulation. Specifically,
we illustrate that an instance of the latter problem, typically a non-convex op-
timization problem, can be derived from the optimal machine teaching problem
when the learner’s cognitive model is analytically intractable and yet simulable.
The derivation is significant as effective optimization methods have been devel-
oped for such problems, and therefore this shows that optimal machine teaching
can be done even when the learner has complex, analytically intractable cognitive
models.

1 Introduction

Machine teaching has been proposed as a promising paradigm for enhancing education (see [3,4,5]).
However, all the theoretical examples and use cases that have been fully developed in the literature
are based on analytically tractable cognitive models. This paper aims at illustrating how to optimize
machine teaching in the presence of analytically intractable, yet simulable cognitive models and
non-convex teaching effort functions.

Specifically, we demonstrate the connection between the machine teaching paradigm and the prob-
lem of input calibration for stochastic simulation. More specifically, using a generalized version of
the well known and studied Exemplar Based Random Walk (EBRW) model (see [2]) as an example
of simulable cognitive models, we show how a machine teaching problem can be reduced to the
form of a recently developed input calibration formulation for stochastic simulation, a non-convex
optimization problem in the probability simplex. We provide pointers to the very recently developed
simulation optimization methods for solving such non-convex optimization problems as well a brief
discussion of how such methods work.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the general machine
teaching paradigm in the context of a simulable cognitive model. In Section 2.1, we propose the
generalized EBRW, abbreviated as G-EBRW, as an example of a simulable cognitive model. In
Section 3.1, we formulate the machine teaching problem for classification decisions based on G-
EBRW. Finally, in Section 3.2, we discuss the solution methods for the optimal machine teaching
problem and conclude the paper.

2 Model

In this section we start by reviewing the machine teaching paradigm (see [3,4,5]), consisting of three
entities: the world, the learner, and the teacher. Suppose the world is described by a mathematical
model θ (e.g., a probability distribution), which is completely known to the teacher. The teacher
is to provide a teaching set D, a set of elements in a certain mathematical space, to the student,
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whose cognitive model then yields the estimation of the world based on her knowledge of set D.
We assume that the student’s cognitive model is a complex, analytically intractable, yet simulable
process. For example, in the case that θ is a probability distribution, the conditional distribution
θ|D does not have a close-form probability distribution function but can be estimated via Monte
Carlo simulations. We denote by θ̂D the student’s estimation of the world, which depends upon the
teaching set offered to her.

Our goal is to solve the optimal teaching problem:

min
D

d(θ̂D, θ) + c(D), (1)

where the function d(·) measures the deviation or distance between the real and estimated models
of the world and the function c(·) represents the cost or effort required from the teacher to offer a
specific teaching set.

The above framework has been proposed and demonstrated in a sequence of studies by Zhu and
his coauthors (see [3,4,5]). The novel feature that we propose and emphasize in this paper is the
assumption that θ̂D is analytically intractable and yet simulable. Therefore, d(θ̂D, θ) needs to be
estimated by stochastic simulation and can be non-convex. Also, we assume the c(·) function is
non-convex, which is appropriate in various modern cognitive applications. These features make
solving the optimization problem (1) challenging. We shall next show how it can be reduced to the
form of a type of simulation optimization problem for which solution techniques have recently been
developed (see [1]).

For concreteness, the remainder of this paper will focus on the learning of binary classification
decisions (that is the same objective as in [3], but based on a more complex cognitive model than in
[3]). Formally, the world θ is represented by a two-dimensional random vector (X,Y ), taking values
in [0, 1]×{0, 1}. In this case, the teaching set D consists of n items, {(xi, yi) ∈ [0, 1]×{0, 1} : i =
1, ..., n}. The learner, after observing a teaching set D, is tested by being offered a realization of the
real world model (X,Y ), informed of the X value, and then asked to estimate the corresponding Y .
Her estimator, ŶD|X , is then compared against the actual realization of Y . More specifically, the
optimization formulation (1) becomes

min
D

E
[
E[1{Y ̸=ŶD}|X]

]
+ c(D), (2)

where we let the deviation function d(·) simply be the expectation of 1{Y ̸=ŶD}, the 0-1 random

variable indicating the event of {Y ̸= ŶD}.

2.1 G-EBRW: an example of analytically intractable, yet simulable cognitive model

The Exemplar Based Random Walk (EBRW) model is a well studied cognitive model for classi-
fication decisions. In the binary-decision version of this model, there is a random walk counter
that accrues information for deciding on the response variable y pointing to either y = 1 or
y = 0. The counter starts from 0, positive increments move it in the direction of y = 1 and
negative increments move it in the direction of y = 0. The learner, presented with the teaching set
{(xi, yi) ∈ [0, 1] × {0, 1} : i = 1, ..., n}, stores these values, namely, exemplars, in her memory.
When a new item (x, y) drawn from the distribution of (X,Y ) and the drawn value x is presented
to the learner, a race starts in the learner’s mind among the n exemplars. Specifically, one race
time random variable is assigned to each exemplar (xi, yi) follows a general cumulative distribution
function Fi(·). We note that the function Fi(·) depends on both xi and the value of x (e.g. due to the
different degrees of similarities; see [2]). The exemplar that wins the race, i.e., the one whose race
time realization is the smallest, is retrieved and enters into the random walk. If this retrieved exem-
plar, say, exemplar j, has its classification value yj = 1, then the random walk counter is increased
by one, whereas if yj = 0, then the counter is decreased by 1. If the counter reaches either t1 > 0
or t0 < 0, where t1 and t0 are pre-set threshold values, then an appropriate classification decision is
made by the learner. Otherwise, a new race is initiated and the process continues.

The key difference between the G-EBRW model described above and the conventional EBRW lies
in that the race time distributions are general, instead of exponential. In the original work by Nosof-
sky and Palmeri [2], they choose exponentially distributed race time distributions for analytical
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tractability. Whereas in the generalized setting, random variable YD|X = x or its expected devia-
tion E[1{Y ̸=ŶD}|X = x] needs to be estimated by Monte Carlo simulation of the underlying random
walk process.

3 Machine Teaching for G-EBRW based Classifications

In this section, we formulate the machine teaching problem for classification decisions when the
student adopts the G-EBRW model introduced in the previous section, and comment on its solution
methods.

3.1 Model

To best demonstrate the connection to existing problem formulations of input calibration for stochas-
tic optimization, we further assume that X follows a discrete distribution over m possible values
x1, ..., xm ∈ [0, 1]. Note that this assumption, first, holds for a number of practical applications, and
also can be relaxed.

Under the finite support assumption of X , the decision variable, i.e., the choice of the teaching set D,
boils down to 2m integer variables: nj,y , j = 1, ...,m, y = 0, 1, representing the number of (xj , y)’s
to include in the teaching set. We further assume that the total number of items in the teaching set
is fixed at n and then we may equivalently express a teaching set as a 2m-dimentional probability
vector, i.e., p = (p1,0, p2,0, ..., pm,0, p1,1, p2,1, ..., pm,1), where we let npj,y (or its integer part) be
the number of (xj , y)’s to include in the teaching set.

Replacing the teaching set D by p, the optimization formulation (2) can be rewritten as

min
p

m∑
j=1

P{X = xj}E[1{Y ̸=Ŷp}
|X = xj ] + c(p), (3)

where Ŷp|X = xj , a random function of p, needs to be simulated for each j.

3.2 Solution Methods

Note that our final formulation (3) has the same form as formulation (3) in the recent work [1],
in which solution methods have been developed for the problem of input calibration for stochastic
simulation. The second term in (3) corresponds to the first (not the second) term in formulation
(3) in [1], which is a function of the probability mass function only but does not depend on the
world (X,Y ). The first term here corresponds to the second term in (3) of [1], whose evaluation
requires stochastic simulation. As a consequence, the iterative solution scheme developed in that
work is directly applicable here to the optimal teaching problem. Specifically, the gradient needs to
be estimated via simulation, and the perturbation of the probability decision variable needs to take
the form of (1−ϵ)p+ϵek, for small ϵ > 0 and unit vector ek to ensure that the gradient descent stays
within the probability simplex. Due to the space limit, we omit details here and refer the interested
reader to [1].

In conclusion, our derivation, which connects machine teaching and input calibration for stochastic
simulation, shows that optimal machine teaching can be performed even when the learner has more
complex cognitive models than those analytically tractable ones typically studied in the literature.
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